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Introduction
Mario La Torre

This book is not a macroeconomic study for policy-makers; it is not a
survey of best practices in microfinance; it is not a guide for practitioners and donors. Instead, it is a tool for individuals interested in analysing
microfinance using a banking managerial approach modified for the
specificities of microfinance.
Microfinance literature has been characterized by different trends
over the past decades. In the early 1980s, microcredit and microfinance
arose as alternatives to traditional development policies. Economists
and policy-makers have tried to examine, both in theory and in practice,
the impact of microfinance on socioeconomic policies for developing
countries. This has inspired a great number of studies, mainly focused
on the macroeconomic effects of microfinance and impact studies dedicated to different countries, sectors or types of beneficiaries. For years
the macroeconomic approach has been basically the only view-point
presented in microfinance literature. During those early years, the need
to explore and to diffuse knowledge and information about microfinance
globally has resulted in a focus on the most significant experiences.
There have been countless publications detailing success stories from
various countries and promoted by different institutions which have
been and which remain in fashion. Further, the diffusion of these
success stories as examples or models for future programmes has encouraged a new trend of best practice literature.
From the very beginning, microcredit and microfinance have been
studied mostly from a macroeconomic and operational point of view.
This book, however, follows a different trajectory – microeconomic from
the managerial perspective. Modern microfinance has expanded its
functions compared with the very first microcredit experiences.
New trends have dramatically altered microfinance features, in terms of
beneficiaries, products and the institutions involved. Microfinance is no
longer just a financial technique principally offered by the non-profit
sector as part of development programmes to sustain the poor in
developing countries. It has become something more. The modern
microfinance market is characterized by a complex demand for financial
xvi
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and technical services, and a complex supply, owing to a growing interaction and interest on the part of institutional donors, the non-profit
sector and the financial markets.
Fluctuations in microfinance supply and demand have shifted the
attention of researchers and practitioners towards alternative and innovative management tools for microfinance. This trend has given birth to
a new series of studies, principally focused on the performance of microfinance programmes and microfinance institutions (MFIs). In turn, this
has spurred the creation of microeconomic literature for microfinance.
The microeconomic approach analyses, mostly, the trade-off between
financial performance and the ethical goals implicit in every microfinance initiative. From this perspective, specific accountancy rules and
standards have been implemented and different models for financial
performance analysis have been evolved.
This book goes one step further: it takes microfinance into the field of
risk management. Therefore, the main objective of this text is to extend
the risk management approach used by traditional banks to encompass
microfinance as well. This kind of analysis simultaneously offers a great
advantage and carries a great risk: on the one hand, it can help MFIs to
attain higher levels of efficiency. On the other hand, it can cause a drift
from the original spirit of microfinance, which is based on having a flexible organizational structure, easy procedures and informal relationships.
For these reasons the authors of this book have put substantial effort
into analysing the fundamentals of banking management, which could
also apply to microfinance, and which could be particularly useful to
microfinance practitioners who aim to collaborate with banks and
financial intermediaries, as well as to informal and formal MFIs. We
have thus adopted the standard risk management approach utilized by
banks, adapting it accordingly to the exigencies of the microfinance
process. The main aspects of risk management have been considered,
with the exclusion of risk-measuring models. The different steps of the
microfinance process, combined with the different areas of risk, have
been identified using a risk management approach. From this vantage
point, the accounting and financial performance analysis become tools
of risk management. Thus, performance indicators provide information
that may identify potential or existing problems related to specific types
of risk. This diagnosis can lead to preventive changes in risk management for those specific problem areas, which in turn may improve
financial performance. This book illustrates how to measure performance, and how to identify and manage microfinance risks in order to
improve financial performance. Good risk management means good
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performance and good performance, in the long term, means sustainability. In microfinance good performance is usually ensured by lowering the funding costs, or by charging higher fees for services. The vast
majority of sustainable MFIs obtain large amounts in grants and soft
loans and apply interest rates and fees that are much higher than the
market rate. Most of the time increased attention to risk management
can help reduce financial and operational costs by lowering the probability of substandard portfolio performance. Risk management is, thus,
a prerequisite for independence from subsidies and for a more accurate
pricing policy. From this perspective, risk management offers the added
benefit of fostering sustainability without compromising outreach.
This book is composed of nine chapters. The first step has been to clarify the realm of modern microfinance. Chapter 1 offers a new taxonomy
for microfinance in the light of the recent and future changes in the
supply and demand of the microfinance market. This classification considers two main microfinance trends: international microfinance for
development policies and domestic microfinance for industrialized
countries.
Chapters 2 and 3 outline the main features of microfinance products,
from a technical and strategic point of view. Knowledge of financial
products available on the market is essential for the implementation of
efficient microfinance strategies. It makes it possible to better tailor the
supply to the specific target of beneficiaries served; it makes it easier to
manage the risk of the MFI’s portfolio. From this perspective, traditional
and new products, both for individual clients and for MFIs themselves
are analysed.
Before entering the core story of risk management (Chapter 5), we
analysed the dichotomy that distinguishes microfinance from traditional finance, and which dramatically affects microfinance management. Chapter 4 describes the concepts of sustainability and outreach,
illustrating the relationship between them and identifying the key
strategies to better combine positive financial performance with ethical
and social goals.
Chapter 5 enters into the field of microfinance risk management.
Here, a taxonomy of microfinance risks is proposed; business, financial
and process risks are explained, both with reference to their determinants and to management policies that can be implemented. Each risk
is analysed considering both a single project approach and a portfolio
approach.
Chapters 6 and 7 concern two main tools for risk management: process
monitoring and financial performance analysis. Process monitoring is
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one of the major weaknesses of MFIs, particularly for informal and
semiformal MFIs. Chapter 6 describes how MFIs should design their
processes, distinguishing different phases and identifying various areas
of responsibility, and specifically how to implement a monitoring
system. Chapter 7 describes the main issues concerning performance
analysis in microfinance, offers a description of the main standards
developed at the international level and proposes a new model of
performance analysis, both for single microfinance programmes and
for MFIs.
Chapter 8 considers two key variables for risk management: regulation
and supervision. This subject matter mainly affects formal MFIs that
must respect capital ratios imposed by regulatory authorities, and that
must take into account the effect of capital requirements on their financial performance. The chapter also outlines the main problems concerning regulating the microfinance market and it can be a useful guide for
those countries that are in the process of implementing or adopting
microfinance regulatory standards.
Finally, Chapter 9 illustrates a possible future scenario for the microfinance market. This future includes the idea of projecting a microfinance financial platform strictly related to microfinance risk
management and performance. Modern microfinance should be characterized by a greater cooperation among international donors and governmental bodies, both national and local, financial intermediaries and
MFIs themselves. Each one of these actors can play an important role in
fostering the efficiency and the efficacy of microfinance initiatives, as
well as in supporting ethical sustainability. This effort must be coordinated and rationalized within a microfinance network that identifies
roles and responsibilities of each actor corresponding with their skills
and institutional objectives.

